Caravan pretrip checklist

ph: 1300 068 700

1

Check that all the windows and any hatches are closed

2

Check that there is a fire extinguisher fitted and charged

3

Check that your gas bottle is securely fitted and your water tank has been filled recently

4

Check the wheel nuts of your caravan are properly tensioned

5

Ensure that all the cupboards and drawers in the caravan have been closed & any tables secured firmly

6

Ensure that your brakes have been checked and adjusted if necessary

7

Ensure that the fridge door is closed and locked, also check that any of the fridge's contents are sealed

8

No loose items should be kept on cupboards or shelves within the caravan

9

You should also have your wheel bearings checked to ensure they are clean, un-damaged
and correctly adjusted

10

It is recommended to have a caravan specialist such as CARAPAIRS check
the caravan before your departure

JUST BEFORE DEPARTING...
11 Check that all safety chains have been secured
12 Check that the caravan doors are locked and closed
13 Check that the steps of the caravan have been raised
14 Double check that lights are working, both on the vehicle and caravan
15 Ensure that all tyres have been correctly inflated to the appropriate pressure
16 Ensure that all wheel chocks have been removed
17 Ensure that your towing aid has been fitted correctly and safely
18 Ensure the jockey wheel has been removed and/or firmly secured
19 Make sure that all gas has been turned off
20 Make sure that all jacks have been raised and all safety stands removed
21 Make sure that the 240V electrical lead has been disconnected

Tick all the boxes?
If so, you're ready to go.
Have a great holiday!

Call Carapairs for your next pretrip service or inspection. 1300 068 700
www.carapairs.com.au
Whilst this list is comprehensive, it will not cover all vans and all situations and should be consulted as a guide only.
Carapairs accepts no responsibility for any loss, damage or injury resultant from use or non-use of information or directions contained
within this checklist. Please consult your vehicle manufacturer for any further information.

